CHAPTER 980

SEXUALLY VIOLENT PERSON COMMITMENTS

980.01 Definitions. In this chapter:
(1b) “Act of sexual violence” means conduct that constitutes the commission of a sexually violent offense.
(1d) “Agency with jurisdiction” means the agency with the authority or duty to release or discharge the person.
(1e) “Assisted living facility” has the meaning given in s. 101.123 (1) (ab).
(1g) “Child care facility” means a child care facility that is operated by a person licensed under s. 48.65 or certified under s. 48.651 or that is established or contracted for under s. 120.13 (14).
(1h) “Department” means the department of health services.
(1j) “Incarceration” includes confinement in a juvenile correctional facility, as defined in s. 938.02 (10p), or a secured residential care center for children and youth, as defined in s. 938.02 (15g), if the person was placed in the facility for being adjudicated delinquent under s. 48.34, 1993 stats., or under s. 938.183 or 938.34 on the basis of a sexually violent offense.
(1m) “Likely” means more likely than not. (2) “Mental disorder” means a congenital or acquired condition affecting the emotional or volitional capacity that predisposes a person to engage in acts of sexual violence.
(2m) “Nursing home” has the meaning given in s. 50.01 (3).
(3) “Petitioner” means the agency or person that filed a petition under s. 980.02.
(3d) “Place of worship” means a church building where religious services are held.
(3g) “Public park” means a park or playground that is owned or maintained by the state or by a city, village, town, or county.
(3m) “School premises” has the meaning given in s. 146.61 (1) (e).
(4) “Secretary” means the secretary of health services.
(4m) “Sexually violent person” means a person who has been convicted, adjudicated delinquent or found not guilty or not responsible by reason of insanity or mental disease, defect or illness for committing a violation of a crime specified in s. 948.02 (1) or (2), 948.025 (1), or 948.085 against a child who had not attained the age of 13 years.
(5) “Sexually motivated” means that one of the purposes for an act is for the actor’s sexual arousal or gratification or for the sexual humiliation or degradation of the victim.
(6) “Sexually violent offense” means any of the following:
(a) Any crime specified in s. 940.01, 940.02, 940.03, 940.05, 940.06, 940.18, 940.19, 940.195 or 940.30, 940.305, 940.31, 941.32, 943.10, 943.32, or 948.03 that is determined, in a proceeding under s. 980.05 (3) (b), or 980.067. (Activities off grounds.
(b) Any crime specified in s. 940.01, 940.02, 940.03, 940.05, 940.06, 940.18, 940.19, 940.195 or 940.30, 940.305, 940.31, 941.32, 943.10, 943.32, or 948.03 that is determined, in a proceeding under s. 980.05 (3) (b), to have been sexually motivated.
(bm) An offense that, prior to June 2, 1994, was a crime under the law of this state, that is comparable to any crime specified in par. (b) and that is determined, in a proceeding under s. 980.05 (3) (b), to have been sexually motivated.
(c) Any solicitation, conspiracy, or attempt to commit a crime under par. (a), (am), (b), or (bm).
(7) “Sexually violent person” means a person who has been convicted of a sexually violent offense, has been adjudicated delinquent for a sexually violent offense, or has been found not guilty of or not responsible for a sexually violent offense by reason of insanity or mental disease, defect, or illness, and who is dangerous because he or she suffers from a mental disorder that makes it likely that the person will engage in one or more acts of sexual violence.
(8) “Significant progress in treatment” means that the person is doing all of the following:
(a) Meaningfully participating in the treatment program specifically designed to reduce his or her risk to reoffend offered at a facility described under s. 980.065.
(b) Participating in the treatment program at a level that is sufficient to allow the identification of his or her specific treatment needs and demonstrating, through overt behavior, a willingness to work on addressing the specific treatment needs.
(c) Demonstrating an understanding of the thoughts, attitudes, emotions, behaviors, and sexual arousal linked to his or her sexual offending and an ability to identify when the thoughts, emotions, behaviors, or sexual arousal occur.
(d) Demonstrating sufficiently sustained change in the thoughts, attitudes, emotions, and behaviors and sufficient management of sexual arousal such that one could reasonably assume that, with continued treatment, the change could be maintained.
(9) “Substantially probable” means much more likely than not.
(10) “Treating professional” means a licensed physician, licensed psychologist, licensed social worker, or other mental health professional who provides, or supervises the provision of, sex offender treatment at a facility described under s. 980.065.
(11) “Youth center” means any center that provides, on a regular basis, recreational, vocational, academic, or social services.
activities for persons younger than 18 years old or for those persons and their families.


Chapter 980 creates a civil commitment procedure primarily intended to provide treatment and protect the public, not to punish the offender. As such the chapter does not provide for “punishment” in violation of the constitutional prohibitions against double jeopardy or ex post facto laws. State v. Carpenter, 197 Wis. 2d 252, 541 N.W.2d 105 (1995), 94–1988.

Chapter 980 does not violate substantive due process guarantees. The definitions of “mental disorder” and “dangerous” are not so broad. The treatment obligations under ch. 980 are consistent with the nature and duration of commitments under the chapter. The lack of a precommitment finding of treatability is not offensive to due process requirements. State v. Post, 197 Wis. 2d 279, 541 N.W.2d 115 (1995), 94–2356.

Chapter 980 does not violate equal protection guarantees. The state’s compelling interest in public safety justifies the differential treatment of the sexually violent persons subject to the chapter. State v. Post, 197 Wis. 2d 279, 541 N.W.2d 115 (1995), 94–2356.

A does not commit conviction under a statute that has been repealed and recreated under a new statute number was a sexually violent offense under sub. (6), although the former number was not listed in the new statute. State v. Irish, 210 Wis. 2d 107, 565 N.W.2d 161 (1997), 96–2303.

Under [former sub.] (7), a “mental disorder that makes it substantially probable that the person will engage in acts of sexual violence” is a disorder that predisposes the person to sexual violence. A diagnosis of “antisocial personality disorder,” uncoupled with any other diagnosis but coupled with sufficient evidence establishing that a defendant is a “sexually violent person,” may constitute a mental disorder. A probability must be substantially probable that the person will engage in acts of sexual violence under [former sub.] (7). State v. Adams, 223 Wis. 2d 60, 588 N.W.2d 336 (Ct. App. 1998), 96–3136.

Evidence of the department of correction’s screening process for potential ch. 980 commitments was irrelevant as to the determination of whether a defendant was a sexually violent person. State v. Stovall, 597 N.W.2d 697 (Ct. App. 1997), 96–1337.

Evidence of the department of correction’s screening process for potential ch. 980 commitments was irrelevant as to the determination of whether a defendant was a sexually violent person. This is true whether that proportion is expressed in terms of a specific percentage or a more general description of the relative size of the group or population. State v. Sugden, 2010 WI App 166, 330 Wis. 2d 268, 795 N.W.2d 456, 09–2445.

The proportion of about-to-be released sex offenders who are referred for a special purpose evaluation determines whether they meet the requirements of ch. 980 is not important relevant to whether a particular person referred meets the requirements of being a sexually violent person. This is true whether that proportion is expressed in terms of a specific percentage or a more general description of the relative size of the group or population. State v. Sugden, 2010 WI App 166, 330 Wis. 2d 268, 795 N.W.2d 456, 09–2445.


Commitment upon a finding of a “mental disorder” does not violate due process when the predicate diagnosis is not found within the four corners of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders published by the American Psychiatric Association. A factfinder may have stronger confidence in his or her conclusions when the examining mental health professionals rely upon authoritative, consensus materials in the field, and a particular diagnosis may be so devoid of content, or so near-universal in its rejection by mental health professionals, that a court’s reliance on it to satisfy the “mental disorder” prong of the statutory requirements for commitment would violate due process. McGee v. Barton, 594 F.3d 555 (2010).


980.015 Notice to the Department of Justice and District Attorney. (2) If an agency with jurisdiction has control or custody over a person who may meet the criteria for commitment as a sexually violent person, the agency with jurisdiction shall inform each appropriate district attorney and the department of justice regarding the person as soon as possible beginning 90 days prior to the applicable date of the following:

(a) The anticipated discharge or release, on parole, extended supervision, or otherwise, from a sentence of imprisonment or term of confinement in a prison that was imposed for a conviction for a sexually violent offense, from a continuous term of incarceration, any part of which was imposed for a sexually violent offense, or from a placement in a Type 1 prison under s. 200.04, 1975 a. 314, or any part of which was imposed for a sexually violent offense by reason of mental disease or defect.

(b) The anticipated release from a juvenile correctional facility, as defined in s. 938.02 (10p), or a secured residential care center for children and youth, as defined in s. 938.02 (15g), if the person was placed in the facility as a result of being adjudicated delinquent under s. 48.34, 1993 stats., or under s. 938.183 or 938.34 on the basis of a sexually violent offense.

(c) The anticipated release of a person on conditional release under s. 971.17, the anticipated termination of a commitment order under s. 971.17, or the anticipated discharge of a person from a commitment order under s. 971.17, if the person has been found guilty of a sexually violent offense by reason of mental disease or defect.

(d) The anticipated release on parole or discharge of a person committed under ch. 975 for a sexually violent offense.

(3) The agency with jurisdiction shall provide the district attorney and department of justice with all of the following:

(a) The person’s name, identifying factors, anticipated future residence and offense history.

(b) If applicable, documentation of any treatment and the person’s adjustment to any institutional placement.


The “appropriate district attorney” under sub. (2) is the district attorney in the county of conviction or the county to which prison officials propose to release the person. In Re Commitment of Goodnow, 1999 Wis. 2d 426, 544 N.W.2d 611 (Ct. App. 1999), 95–0664.

980.02 Sexually violent person petition; contents; filing. (1) A petition alleging that a person is a sexually violent person may be filed by one of the following:

(a) The department of justice at the request of the agency with jurisdiction over the person.

(b) If the department of justice does not file a petition under par. (a), the district attorney for one of the following:
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1. The county in which the person was convicted of a sexually violent offense, adjudicated delinquent for a sexually violent offense or found not guilty of or not responsible for a sexually violent offense by reason of insanity or mental defect, disease, defect or illness.
2. The county in which the person will reside or be placed upon his or her discharge from a sentence, release on parole or extended supervision, or release from imprisonment, from a juvenile correctional facility, as defined in s. 938.02 (10p), from a residential care center for children and youth, as defined in s. 938.02 (15g), or from a commitment order.
3. The county in which the person is in custody under a sentence, a placement to a juvenile correctional facility, as defined in s. 938.02 (10p), or a secured residential care center for children and youth, as defined in s. 938.02 (15g), or from a commitment order.

A petition filed under this section shall be filed before the person is released or discharged.

A petition filed under this section shall allude that all of the following apply to the person alleged to be a sexually violent person:

(a) The person satisfies any of the following criteria:
   1. The person has been convicted of a sexually violent offense.
   2. The person has been found delinquent for a sexually violent offense.
   3. The person has been found not guilty of a sexually violent offense by reason of mental defect or disease.
   (b) The person has a mental disorder.
   (c) The person is dangerous to others because the person's mental disorder makes it likely that he or she will engage in acts of sexual violence.

A petition filed under this section shall state with particularity essential facts to establish probable cause to believe the person is a sexually violent person. If the petition alleges that a sexually violent offense or act that is a basis for the allegation under sub. (a) was an act that was sexually motivated as provided under s. 980.01 (6) (b), the petition shall state the grounds on which the offense or act is alleged to be sexually motivated.

A petition under this section shall be filed in one of the following:

(a) The circuit court for the county in which the person was convicted of a sexually violent offense, adjudicated delinquent for a sexually violent offense or found not guilty of a sexually violent offense by reason of mental defect or disease.
   (b) The circuit court for the county in which the person will reside or be placed upon his or her discharge from a sentence, release on parole or extended supervision, or release from imprisonment, from a juvenile correctional facility, as defined in s. 938.02 (10p), from a secured residential care center for children and youth, as defined in s. 938.02 (15g), or from a commitment order.

(a) The petition shall state the grounds on which the petition is filed.

History:

An 18.76% increase in the cost of living.

A ch. 980 commitment is not an extension of a commitment under ch. 975, and s. 975.12 does not limit the state's ability to seek a separate commitment under ch. 980 of a person originally committed under ch. 975. State v. Post, 197 Wis. 2d 279, 541 N.W.2d 115 (1995), 94–2356.

To the extent that s. 938.35 (1) prohibits the admission of delinquency adjudications in ch. 980 proceedings, it is repealed by implication. State v. Matthew A.B. 231 Wis. 2d 688, 605 N.W.2d 596 (Ct. App. 1999), 98–229.

A petition is filed under sub. (2), the state has the burden to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the petition was filed within 90 days of the subject's release or discharge based on a sexually violent offense. State v. Thiel, 2000 WI 176, 253 Wis. 2d 823, 642 N.W.2d 94, 99–0156. See also State v. Thiel, 2001 WI App 51, 241 Wis. 2d 439, 625 N.W.2d 321, 99–0316.

While a commitment under ch. 980 is civil, a court does not lose subject matter jurisdiction because a petition is filed under a criminal cause number. State v. Prummel, 2000 WI App 167, 238 Wis. 2d 97, 617 N.W.2d 163, 98–1542.

Chapter 980 provides its own procedures for commencing actions, and, as such, chs. 801 and 802 are inapplicable to the commitment of the person. State v. Wolfe, 2001 WI App 136, 246 Wis. 2d 233, 631 N.W.2d 240, 99–2145.

When a ch. 980 petition was filed within 90 days of release from a sentence for an offense that was not a sexually violent offense, which was brought to light with a shorter sentence imposed for a sexually violent offense, the petition was timely. State v. Broadway, 2002 WI App 195, 257 Wis. 2d 567, 651 N.W.2d 334, 2000–2001.

The state was not precluded from seeking a ch. 980 commitment following the defendant's parole revocation, even though the state had failed to prove that the defendant was a sexually violent person in need of commitment in a previous ch. 980 trial that took place prior to the defendant's parole. State v. Parrish, 2002 WI App 263, 258 Wis. 2d 521, 654 N.W.2d 273, 00–2524.

The circuit court had jurisdiction to conduct ch. 980 proceedings involving an enrolled tribal member who committed the underlying sexual offense on an Indian reservation. State v. Burgess, 2003 WI 71, 262 Wis. 2d 354, 665 N.W.2d 124, 00–2162. See also Burgess v. Burger, 467 F.3d 676, 2006–2009.

Under sub. (1), a request from the agency with jurisdiction and a subsequent decision by the department of justice not to file are prerequisites to a district attorney's attempt to file a ch. 980 petition. State v. Byers, 2003 WI 86, 263 Wis. 2d 113, 665 N.W.2d 729.

The threshold decision of whether a petition should be filed remains in the hands of the agency with jurisdiction and outside of the political process. The department of corrections can exercise its judgment and choose to ignore the district attorney's efforts or to decline the district attorney's request for a second evaluation if the agency determines that these requests and requests are improperly politically motivated. State v. Bell, 2006 WI App 30, 289 Wis. 2d 275, 710 N.W.2d 525, 05–0989.

That the ch. 980 definition of "dangerousness" lacks a temporal context limited to imminent danger, does not render the statute unconstitutional. State v. Olson, 2006 WI App 32, 290 Wis. 2d 202, 712 N.W.2d 61, 04–0412.

Chapter 980 does not require the dismissal of a pending commitment petition when the individual subject to the petition is incarcerated because of the revocation of parole or extended supervision. Section 980.06 requires the circuit court to order the petition to be committed to the custody of DHS for care, treatment, and rehabilitation, but ch. 980 does not specify when that commitment must commence. A determination that the individual subject to the petition is incarcerated because of the revocation of parole or extended supervision sets forth the requirements for a proper commitment order, neither this section nor any other section of ch. 980 contains language stating when the individual requirements of s. 980.05 must be satisfied. State v. Gilbert, 2012 WI 72, 342 Wis. 2d 82, 816 N.W.2d 215, 10–0594.

A ch. 980 petition satisfies the statutory requirements in this section at the time it is filed, it will not be invalidated if the conviction recited in the petition is later reversed. Subsequent facts that impact the status of the allegations in the petition may be relevant at trial under s. 980.05, but they will not invalidate a petition that met the requirements of this section at the time of filing. State v. Spaeth, 2014 WI 71, 355 Wis. 2d 761, 850 N.W.2d 93, 12–2170.

Applying the common and accepted legal meanings of "released" and "discharged" as those terms are used in sub. (1m), a ch. 980 petition must be filed either before the person is freed from confinement in prison or before the person's entire sentence is completed. Even assuming that the department of corrections was required to release the defendant on his presumptive mandatory release (PMR) date, a ch. 980 filed petition after the PMR date but while the defendant remained incarcerated, was timely filed based on the language of sub. (1m), which permits the ch. 980 petition before a person is "discharged." State v. Stanley, 2014 WI App 89, 356 Wis. 2d 268, 853 N.W.2d 600, 13–2477.

The petition in which a petition under s. 980.02 is filed shall conduct all hearings under this chapter. The court shall give the person who is the subject of the petition reasonable notice of the time and place of each such hearing. The court may designate additional persons to receive these notices.

Except as provided in ss. 980.038 (2) and 980.09 and without limitation by enumeration, at any hearing under this chapter, the person who is the subject of the petition has the right to:

(a) Counsel. In any situation under this chapter in which the person has a right to be represented by counsel, the court shall refer the person as soon as practicable to the state public defender, who shall appoint counsel for the person under s. 977.08 without a determination of indigency.
   (b) Remain silent.
   (c) Present and cross-examine witnesses.
   (d) Have the hearing recorded by a court reporter.

The person who is the subject of the petition, the person's attorney, or the petitioner may request that a trial under s. 980.05
be to a jury. A request for a jury trial shall be made as provided under s. 980.05 (2). Notwithstanding s. 980.05 (2), if the person, the person’s attorney, or the petitioner does not request a jury trial, the court may on its own motion require that the trial be to a jury. The jury shall be selected as provided under s. 980.05 (2m). A verdict of a jury under this chapter is not valid unless it is unanimous.

**History:** 1993 a. 479; 1997 a. 252; 1999 a. 9; 2005 a. 434; 2017 a. 184.

There are circumstances when comment on the defendant’s silence is permitted.

**History:** 1999 a. 96, s. 316.

If all jurors agree that the defendant suffers from a mental disease, unanimity requirements are met even if the jurors disagree on the disease that predisposes the defendant to reoffend.


Chapter 980 provides its own procedures for commencing actions, and, as such, ch. 801 and 802 are inapplicable to the commencement of ch. 980 actions.

**State v. Adams,** 223 Wis. 2d 60, 588 N.W.2d 336 (Cl. App. 1998), 96–3136.

If a defendant refuses to be interviewed by the state’s psychologist and the defense attorney challenges the psychologist’s findings based on the lack of an interview, it is appropriate for the psychologist to testify about the refusal.

**State v. Adams,** 223 Wis. 2d 60, 588 N.W.2d 336 (Cl. App. 1998), 96–3136.

A defendant refuses to be interviewed by the state’s psychologist and the defense attorney challenges the psychologist’s findings based on the lack of an interview, it is appropriate for the psychologist to testify about the refusal.

**State v. Adams,** 223 Wis. 2d 60, 588 N.W.2d 336 (Cl. App. 1998), 96–3136.

Chapter 980 provides its own procedures for commencing actions, and, as such, ch. 801 and 802 are inapplicable to the commencement of ch. 980 actions.


The circuit court must appoint an examiner for the court under sub. (3) regardless of whether the court also appointed an examiner for the petitioner under sub. (4), 2001 stats.

**An indigent party petitioning for supervised release is not entitled under sub. (4), 2001 stats., to an examiner of his or her choice, but is entitled to a “qualified and available” court-appointed examiner. Requirements for a qualified examiner are discussed. State v. Thiel,** 2004 WI App 225, 277 Wis. 2d 698, 691 N.W.2d 388, 03–2649.

**Chapter 980 provides its own procedures for commencing actions, and, as such, ch. 801 and 802 are inapplicable to the commencement of ch. 980 actions. State v. Wolfe,** 2001 WI App 136, 246 Wis. 2d 233, 631 N.W.2d 240, 99–2145.

A defendant refuses to be interviewed by the state’s psychologist and the defense attorney challenges the psychologist’s findings based on the lack of an interview, it is appropriate for the psychologist to testify about the refusal.

**State v. Adams,** 223 Wis. 2d 60, 588 N.W.2d 336 (Cl. App. 1998), 96–3136.

If a defendant refuses to be interviewed by the state’s psychologist and the defense attorney challenges the psychologist’s findings based on the lack of an interview, it is appropriate for the psychologist to testify about the refusal.

**State v. Adams,** 223 Wis. 2d 60, 588 N.W.2d 336 (Cl. App. 1998), 96–3136.
980.036 Discovery and inspection. (1) Definitions. In this section:

(a) “Person subject to this chapter” means a person who is subject to a petition filed under s. 980.02 or a person who has been committed under s. 980.06.

(b) “Prosecuting attorney” means an attorney representing the state in a proceeding under this chapter.

(2) What a Prosecuting Attorney Must Disclose to a Person Subject to this Chapter. Upon demand, a prosecuting attorney shall disclose to a person subject to this chapter or his or her attorney, and permit the person subject to this chapter or his or her attorney to inspect and copy or photograph, all of the following materials and information, if the material or information is within the possession, custody, or control of the state:

(a) Any written or recorded statement made by the person subject to this chapter concerning the allegations in the petition filed under s. 980.02 or concerning other matters at issue in the trial or proceeding and the names of witnesses to the written statements of the person subject to this chapter.

(b) A written summary of all oral statements of the person subject to this chapter to that the prosecuting attorney plans to use at the trial or proceeding and the names of witnesses to the oral statements of the person subject to this chapter.

(c) Evidence obtained in the manner described under s. 968.31 (2) (b), if the prosecuting attorney intends to use the evidence at the trial or proceeding.

(d) A copy of the criminal record of the person subject to this chapter.

(e) A list of all witnesses whom the prosecuting attorney intends to call at the trial or proceeding, together with their addresses. This paragraph does not apply to rebuttal witnesses or witnesses called for impeachment only.

(f) Any relevant written or recorded statements of a witness listed under par. (e), including all of the following:
   1. Any videotaped oral statement of a child under s. 908.08.
   2. Any reports prepared in accordance with s. 980.031 (5).

(g) The criminal record of a witness listed under par. (e) that is known to the prosecuting attorney.

(h) The results of any physical or mental examination or any scientific or psychological test, instrument, experiment, or comparison that the prosecuting attorney intends to offer in evidence at the trial or proceeding, and any raw data that were collected, used, or considered in any manner as part of the examination, test, instrument, experiment, or comparison.

(i) Any physical or documentary evidence that the prosecuting attorney intends to offer in evidence at the trial or proceeding.

(j) Any exculpatory evidence.

(3) What a Person Subject to this Chapter Must Disclose to the Prosecuting Attorney. Upon demand, a person who is subject to this chapter or his or her attorney shall disclose to the prosecuting attorney and permit the prosecuting attorney to inspect and copy or photograph, all of the following materials and information, if the material or information is within the possession, custody, or control of the person who is subject to this chapter or his or her attorney:

(a) A list of all witnesses, other than the person who is subject to this chapter, whom the person who is subject to this chapter intends to call at the trial or proceeding, together with their addresses. This paragraph does not apply to rebuttal witnesses or witnesses called for impeachment only.

(b) Any relevant written or recorded statements of a witness listed under par. (a), including any reports prepared in accordance with s. 980.031 (5).

(c) The criminal record of a witness listed under par. (a) if the criminal record is known to the attorney for the person who is subject to this chapter.

(d) The results of any physical or mental examination or any scientific or psychological test, instrument, experiment, or comparison that the person who is subject to this chapter intends to offer in evidence at the trial or proceeding, and any raw data that were collected, used, or considered in any manner as part of the examination, test, instrument, experiment, or comparison.

(e) Any physical or documentary evidence that the person who is subject to this chapter intends to offer in evidence at the trial or proceeding.

(3m) When Disclosure Must Be Made. A party required to make a disclosure under this section shall do so within a reasonable time after the probable cause hearing and within a reasonable time before a trial under s. 980.05, if the other party’s demand is made in connection with a trial. If the demand is made in connection with a proceeding under s. 980.08 or 980.09 (3), the party shall make the disclosure within a reasonable time before the start of that proceeding.

(4) Comment or Instruction on Failure to Call Witness. No comment or instruction regarding the failure to call a witness at the trial may be made or given if the sole basis for the comment or instruction is the fact that the name of the witness appears upon a list furnished under this section.

(5) Testing or Analysis of Evidence. On motion of a party, the court may order the production of any item of evidence or raw data that is intended to be introduced at the trial for testing or analysis under such terms and conditions as the court prescribes.

(6) Protective Order. Upon motion of a party, the court may at any time order that discovery, inspection, or the listing of witnesses required under this section be denied, restricted, or deferred, or make other appropriate orders. If the prosecuting attorney or the attorney for a person subject to this chapter certifies that listing a witness under sub. (2) (e) or (3) (a) may subject the witness or others to physical or economic harm or coercion, the court may order that the deposition of the witness be taken under s. 967.04 (2) to (6). The name of the witness need not be divulged prior to the taking of such deposition. If the witness becomes unavailable or changes his or her testimony, the deposition shall be admissible at trial as substantive evidence.

(7) In Camera Proceedings. Either party may move for an in camera inspection of any document required to be disclosed under sub. (2) or (3) for the purpose of masking or deleting any material that is not relevant to the case being tried. The court shall mask or delete any irrelevant material.

(8) Continuing Duty to Disclose. If, after complying with a requirement of this section, and before or during the trial, a party discovers additional material or the names of additional witnesses requested that are subject to discovery, inspection, or production under this section, the party shall promptly notify the other party of the existence of the additional material or names.

(9) Sanctions for Failure to Comply. (a) The court shall exclude any witness not listed or evidence not presented for inspection, copying, or photographing required by this section, unless good cause is shown for failure to comply. The court may in appropriate cases grant the opposing party a recess or a continuance.

(b) In addition to or in place of any sanction specified in par. (a), a court may, subject to sub. (4), advise the jury of any failure or refusal to disclose material or information required to be disclosed under sub. (2) or (3) or of any untimely disclosure of material or information required to be disclosed under sub. (2) or (3).

(10) Payment of Copying Costs in Cases Involving Indigent Respondents. When the state public defender or a private attorney appointed under s. 977.08 requests copies, in any format, of any item that is discoverable under this section, the state public defender shall pay any fee charged for the copies from the appropriation account under s. 20.550 (1) (a). If the person providing copies under this section charges the state public defender a fee for the copies, the fee may not exceed the applicable maximum fee for copies of discoverable materials that is established by rule under s. 977.02 (9).
EXCLUSIVE METHOD OF DISCOVERY. Chapter 804 does not apply to proceedings under this chapter. This section provides the only methods of obtaining discovery and inspection in proceedings under this chapter.


808.038 MISCELLANEOUS PROcedural provisions. (1) Motions challenging jurisdiction or competency of court or timeliness of petition. (a) A motion challenging the jurisdiction or competency of the court or the timeliness of a petition filed under s. 980.02 shall be filed within 30 days after the court holds the probable cause hearing under s. 980.04 (2). Failure to file a motion within the time specified in this paragraph waives the right to challenge the jurisdiction or competency of the court or the timeliness of a petition filed under s. 980.02.

(b) Notwithstanding s. 801.11, a court may exercise personal jurisdiction over a person who is the subject of a petition filed under s. 980.02 even though the person is not served as provided under s. 801.11 (1) or (2) with a verified petition and summons or with an order for detention under s. 980.04 (1) and the person has not had a probable cause hearing under s. 980.04 (2).

(2) Evidence of refusal to participate in examination. (a) At any hearing under this chapter, the state may present evidence or comment on evidence that a person who is the subject of a petition filed under s. 980.02 or a person who has been committed under this chapter refused to participate in an examination of his or her mental condition that was being conducted under this chapter refused to participate in an examination of his or her mental condition that was being conducted under this chapter.

(b) A licensed physician, licensed psychologist, or other mental health professional may indicate in any written report that he or she prepares in connection with a proceeding under this chapter that the person whom he or she examined refused to participate in the examination.

(3) Testimony by telephone or live audiovisual means. Unless good cause to the contrary is shown, proceedings under ss. 980.04 (2) (a) and 980.08 (7) (d) may be conducted by telephone or audiovisual means, if available. If the proceedings are required to be reported under SCR 71.02 (2), the proceedings shall be recorded by a court reporter who is in simultaneous voice communication with all parties to the proceeding. Regardless of the physical location of any party to the telephone call, any action taken by the court or any party has the same effect as if made in open court. A proceeding under this subsection shall be conducted in a courtroom or other place reasonably accessible to the public. Simultaneous access to the proceeding shall be provided to a person entitled to attend by means of a loudspeaker or, upon request to the court, by making the party person to the telephone call without charge.

(4) Motions for postcommitment relief; appeal. (a) A motion for postcommitment relief by a person committed under s. 980.06 shall be made in the time and manner provided in ss. 809.30 to 809.32. An appeal by a person who has been committed under s. 980.06 from a final order under s. 980.06, 980.08, or 980.09 or from an order denying a motion for postcommitment relief or from both shall be taken in the time and manner provided in ss. 808.04 (3) and 809.30 to 809.32. If a person is seeking relief from an order of commitment under s. 980.06, the person shall file a motion for postcommitment relief in the trial court prior to an appeal unless the grounds for seeking relief are sufficiency of the evidence or issues previously raised.

(b) An appeal by the state from a final judgment or order under this chapter may be taken to the court of appeals within the time specified in s. 808.04 (4) and in the manner provided for civil appeals under chs. 808 and 809.

(5) Failure to comply with time limits; effect. Failure to comply with any time limit specified in this chapter does not deprive the circuit court of personal or subject matter jurisdiction or of competency to exercise that jurisdiction. Failure to comply with any time limit specified in this chapter is not grounds for an appeal or grounds to vacate any order, judgment, or commitment issued or entered under this chapter. Failure to object to a period of delay or a continuance waives the time limit that is the subject of the period of delay or continuance.

(6) Errors and defects not affecting substantial rights. The court shall, in every stage of a proceeding under this chapter, disregard any error or defect in the pleadings or proceedings that does not affect the substantial rights of either party.


808.04 Detention; probable cause hearing; transfer for examination. (1) Upon the filing of a petition under s. 980.02, the court shall review the petition to determine whether to issue an order for detention of the person who is the subject of the petition. The person shall be detained only if there is probable cause to believe that the person is eligible for commitment under s. 980.05 (5). A person detained under this subsection shall be held in a facility approved by the department. If the person is serving a sentence of imprisonment, is in a juvenile correctional facility, as defined in s. 938.02 (10p), or is committed to institutional care, and the court orders detention under this subsection, the court shall order that the person be transferred to a detention facility approved by the department. A detention order under this subsection remains in effect until the petition is dismissed after a hearing under sub. (3) or after a trial under s. 980.05 (5) or until the effective date of a commitment order under s. 980.06, whichever is applicable.

(2) (a) Whenever a petition is filed under s. 980.02, the court shall hold a hearing to determine whether there is probable cause to believe that the person named in the petition is a sexually violent person.

(b) 1. Except as provided in subd. 2., the court shall hold the probable cause hearing within 30 days, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays, after the filing of the petition, unless that time is extended by the court for good cause shown upon its own motion, the motion of any party, or the stipulation of the parties.

2. If the person named in the petition is in custody under a sentence, dispositional order, or commitment and the probable cause hearing will be held after the date on which the person is scheduled to be released or discharged from the sentence, dispositional order, or commitment, the probable cause hearing under par. (a) shall be held no later than 10 days after the person’s scheduled release or discharge date, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays, unless that time is extended by the court for good cause shown upon its own motion, the motion of any party, or the stipulation of the parties.

(3) If the court determines after a hearing that there is probable cause to believe that the person named in the petition is a sexually violent person, the court shall order that the person be transferred within a reasonable time to an appropriate facility specified by the department for an evaluation by the department as to whether the person is a sexually violent person. If the court determines that probable cause does not exist to believe that the person is a sexually violent person, the court shall dismiss the petition.

(4) The department shall promulgate rules that provide the qualifications for persons conducting evaluations under sub. (3).

(5) If the person named in the petition claims or appears to be indigent, the court shall prior to the probable cause hearing under sub. (2) (a), refer the person to the authority for indigency determinations under s. 977.07 (1) and, if applicable, the appointment of counsel.


Cross-reference: See also ch. DHS 99, Wis. adm. code. The rules and regulations of the department under s. 980.09 apply to the Department of Corrections as they apply to all other public and private correctional facilities in the state. 555.02 (3) (a) (1) (a) The Department of Corrections shall, in its capacity as a private correctional facility, comply with all the rules and regulations of the department under s. 980.09, and the procedures under s. 980.09 (4) (c) and (d) apply to any action taken by the Department of Corrections that affects the rights of any person in the department's custody. 555.02 (3) (a) (1) (a) The Department of Corrections shall, in its capacity as a private correctional facility, comply with all the rules and regulations of the department under s. 980.09, and the procedures under s. 980.09 (4) (c) and (d) apply to any action taken by the Department of Corrections that affects the rights of any person in the department's custody.
In sub. (2), “in custody” means in custody pursuant to ch. 980 and does not apply to custody under a previously imposed sentence. State v. Brissette, 230 Wis. 2d 82, 601 N.W.2d 678 (Ct. App. 1999), 98−2152.

Chapter 980 sets its own procedures for commencing actions, and, as such, chs. 801 and 802 are inapplicable to the commencement of ch. 980 actions. State v. Wolfe, 2001 WI App 136, 246 Wis. 2d 233, 631 N.W.2d 240, 99−2145.

The 72-hour time limit in sub. (1) is directory rather than mandatory. However, the individual’s due process rights prevent the state from indefinitely delaying the probable cause hearing when the subject of the petition is in custody awaiting the hearing and has made a request for judicial substitution. State v. Beyer, 2001 WI App 167, 247 Wis. 2d 13, 633 N.W.2d 627, 00−0036.

Sub. (3) is not a rule regarding the admissibility of expert testimony. It assists the procedure for determining probable cause to believe a person is a sexually violent offender. The general rule for determining the qualification of an expert applies. State v. Sprosty, 2001 WI App 231, 248 Wis. 2d 480, 630 N.W.2d 215, 00−2044.

980.05 Trial. (1) A trial to determine whether the person who is the subject of a petition under s. 980.02 is a sexually violent person shall commence no later than 90 days after the date of the probable cause hearing under s. 980.04 (2) (a). The court may grant one or more continuances of the trial date for good cause upon its own motion, the motion of any party or the stipulation of the parties.

(2) The person who is the subject of the petition, the person’s attorney, or the petitioner may request that a trial under this section be held at a different location. If no request is made, the trial shall be held at the location specified in sub. (1). The parties shall exercise in their order, the state beginning, the challenge shall be made by the clerk by preference, unless a lesser number has been stipulated to. Sub. (1) does not relieve a judge of the obligation to balance the rights of the parties. State v. Curdel, 2001 WI App 65, 242 Wis. 2d 439, 679 N.W.2d 35, 99−2347.

(3) The right to a jury trial under ch. 980 is governed by sub. (2) rather than case law governing the right to a jury trial in criminal proceedings. State v. Bernstein, 231 Wis. 2d 392, 605 N.W.2d 555 (1999), 99−2259.

The standard of review for commitments under ch. 980 is the standard applicable to the review of criminal cases — whether the evidence could have led the trier of fact to find beyond a reasonable doubt that the person subject to commitment is a sexually violent person. State v. Currd, 2001 WI App 65, 242 Wis. 2d 439, 679 N.W.2d 35, 99−2347.

To the extent that s. 938.35 (1) prohibits the admission of delinquency adjudications in ch. 980 proceedings, it is repealed by implication. State v. Matthew A.B. 231 Wis. 2d 688, 605 N.W.2d 598 (Ct. App. 1999), 99−0229.

(4) Sub. (2) does not require that a respondent be advised by the court that a jury verdict must be unanimous in order for the withdrawal of a request for a jury trial to be valid. State v. Denman, 2001 WI App 96, 243 Wis. 2d 14, 626 N.W.2d 296, 99−1292.

Chapters 980 and 980B respondents are afforded the same constitutional protections as criminal defendants. Although the doctrine of issue preclusion may generally apply in ch. 980 cases, application of the doctrine may be fundamentally unfair. When new evidence demonstrates that a conviction was obtained by a fraud on the court, ch. 980 proceedings may provide a fairer means of determining guilt.

State v. Sorensen, 2002 WI 178, 253 Wis. 2d 54, 646 N.W.2d 354, 98−3107.

A sexually violent person committed under ch. 980 preserves the right to appeal, as a matter of right, by filing postconviction motions within 20 days of the order. State v. Treadway, 2002 WI App 195, 257 Wis. 2d 467, 651 N.W.2d 334, 00−2957.

A parole and probation agent who has been employed full−time in a specialized sex−offender unit for 3 years during which he had supervised hundreds of sex offenders was qualified to render an opinion on whether he would reoffend. State v. Mathis, 2004 WI App 297, 263 Wis. 2d 655, N.W.2d 33, 04−2074.

No error was found in giving a jury a general verdict form in a ch. 980 hearing when the defendant failed to establish that ch. 980 respondents are routinely deprived of special verdicts and that general verdicts are more likely to result in commitments. State v. Madison, 2004 WI App 46, 271 Wis. 2d 218, 678 N.W.2d 607, 02−1099.

When a defendant seeks to exclude prior statements based upon his or her 5th Amendment privilege, he or she must establish that the statements at issue are (1) testimonial; (2) compelled; and (3) incorporating. The mere fact that a statement is compelled does not require it to be excluded from a ch. 980 commitment. While an individual has a pre−petition or pre−arrest right against self−incrimination, that right is ordinarily not self−executing and must be invoked. State v. Mark, 2006 WI 78, 271 Wis. 2d 1, 678 N.W.2d 273, 00–2425.

Under Mark, 2006 WI 78, the respondent has the same 5th Amendment privilege against self−incrimination as does a defendant at a criminal trial. Kastigar, 440 U.S. 207, 99 S.Ct. 1246, 16 L.Ed.2d 348, 1979 A. 759, 1979−0865.

Testimony referring to incidents revealed by the defendants compelled testimony and two experts’ opinions that the defendant was much more likely than not to reoffend. A witness’s opinion may be excluded because that evidence was derived from the use of compelled testimony, as well as evidence derived directly and indirectly therefrom, affords the protection of the 5th Amendment privilege. The protected sources include the testimonial facts, the conversations, and the inferences, inferences requiring the inferences of the testimonial facts, and the conversations. The conversations may be excluded because the conversations were testimonial. State v. Matthews, 2001 WI App 40, 230 Wis. 2d 191, 741 N.W.2d 724, 99−0422.

A person against whom a ch. 980 petition has been filed is not entitled to a competency evaluation under s. 971.14. Although the result of a successful ch. 980 petition is confinement, the confinement is for treatment not punishment and there is no crimi-
nal—law—based due-process right to a competency hearing in a ch. 980 proceeding. State v. Luttrell, 2008 WI App 131, 312 Wis. 2d 675, 754 N.W.2d 249, 07—1840.

Section 904.04 (2) does not apply in ch. 980 commitment proceedings. The Franklin case, a reevaluation of ambiguous legislative intent to restrict the application of s. 904.04 (2) to analyzing evidence used to prove past acts. Future conduct is the rele-
vant question in ch. 980 proceedings. The nature of ch. 980 hearings demands the jury consider evidence that would normally be barred in a traditional criminal trial. Although Franklin did not discuss the due process implications of its decision, the inapplicability of s. 904.04 (2) is consistent with the demands of due process under both the United States and Wisconsin constitutions. State v. Kamiński, 2009 WI App 175, 322 Wis. 2d 653, 777 N.W.2d 654, 08—2439.

At the defendant’s trial for commitment as a sexually violent person under this chapter, the court would not err in basing its discretion under s. 907.02 (1) when the court admitted expert testimony based on the results of the Minnesota Sex Offender Screening Tool—Revised (MnSOST—R) and the Rapid Risk Assessment for Sexual Offense Recidivism (RRASOR), which are actuarial instruments designed to measure an offender’s risk of reoffending. The court evaluated the relevant facts under the proper standard and articulated a reasonable basis for the court’s decision. State v. Jones, 2018 WI 44, 381 Wis. 2d 284, 911 N.W.2d 97, 15—2665.

980.06 Commitment. If a court or jury determines that the person who is the subject of a petition under s. 980.02 is a sexually violent person, the court shall order the person to be committed to the custody of the department for care, control, and treatment until such time as the person is no longer a sexually violent person.

A commitment order under this section shall specify that the person be placed in institutional care.

History:

In the event that there is a failure to develop an appropriate treatment program, the remedy is to obtain appropriate treatment and not supervised release. State v. Seibert, 226 Wis. 2d 383, 614 N.W.2d 522, 1998 WI App 175, 625 N.W.2d 97, 99—2534.

Chapter 980 and s. 51.61 provide the statutory basis for a court to issue an involun-
tary medication order for individuals who suffer from a chronic mental illness and are committed under ch. 980. State v. Anthony D.B. 2000 WI 94, 237 Wis. 2d 1, 614 N.W.2d 435, 98—0576.

The incremental infringement by s. 980.06 on the liberty interests of those who have a sexually violent, predatory past and are currently suffering from a mental disorder that makes them dangerous sexual predators does not violate constitutional guarantees of due process. State v. Ransdell, 2001 WI App 202, 247 Wis. 2d 613, 634 N.W.2d 873, 03—2524.

Although ch. 51 is “more lenient” with those who are subject to its provisions than is ch. 980, the significant differences between the degree of danger posed by each of the conditions subject to commitment under the two chapters, and the differences in what must be proven in order to commit under each, does not result in a violation of equal protection. State v. Williams, 2001 WI App 263, 249 Wis. 2d 1, 634 N.W.2d 270, 03—2899.

Chapter 980, as amended, is not a punitive criminal statute. Because whether a statute is punitive is a threshold question for both double jeopardy and ex post facto guarantees of due process. State v. Williams, 2001 WI App 263, 249 Wis. 2d 1, 634 N.W.2d 270, 03—2899.

The meere limitation of a committed person’s access to supervised release does not impose a restraint to the point that it violates due process. As amended, ch. 980 serves to legitimate and compell state interests, in providing treatment, and protecting the public from, the dangerously mentally ill. The statute is narrowly tailored to meet those interests and does not violate substantive due process. State v. Rachel, 2002 WI 61, 254 Wis. 2d 215, 646 N.W.2d 375, 00—0467.

The more limitation of a committed person’s access to supervised release does not impose a restraint to the point that it violates due process. As amended, ch. 980 serves to legitimate and compell state interests, in providing treatment, and protecting the public from, the dangerously mentally ill. The statute is narrowly tailored to meet those interests and does not violate substantive due process. State v. Rachel, 2002 WI 61, 254 Wis. 2d 215, 646 N.W.2d 375, 00—0467.

Commitment under ch. 980 does not require a separate factual finding that an indi-
vidual has a sexual history of acts necessary that the person in question is a sexually violent person or her behavior. Proof that the person’s mental disorder predisposes the individual to engage in acts of sexual violence and establishes a substantial probability that the person’s mental disorder those acts necessarily and implicitly includes proof that the person’s mental disorder involves serious difficulty in controlling his or her behavior. State v. Laxton, 2002 WI App 61, 254 Wis. 2d 185, 647 N.W.2d 784, 99—3164.

Chapter 980 does not preclude finding that a person with a sexually-related mental disorder has difficulty in controlling his or her behavior even if that person is able to conform his conduct to the requirements of the law. State v. Burgess, 2002 WI App 264, 258 Wis. 2d 548, 654 N.W.2d 81, 00—3074.

Affirmed. 2003 WI 71, 262 Wis. 2d 354, 665 N.W.2d 354.

Chapter 980 does not require the dismissal of a pending commitment petition when the individual subject to the petition is incarcerated because of the revocation of either parole or extended supervision. This section requires that the circuit court order the person to be committed to the custody of DHS for care, control, and treatment, but ch. 980 does not require that the petition be dismissed. State v. Gilbert, 2012 WI App 125, 324 Wis. 2d 567, 816 N.W.2d 215, 10—0594.

Patients civilly committed under ch. 980 are not employees under federal or Wis-
conins minimum-wage law. Tran v. Speech, 2010 WI App 58, 324 Wis. 2d 567, 782 N.W.2d 107, 09—0884.

Chapter 980 does not require dismissal of a pending commitment petition when the person who is the subject of the petition is incarcerated because of a new parole or extended supervision revocation. The Wisconsin supreme court held that the discretion given to the trial court regarding the timing of the probable cause hearing together with the evident recogni-
tion that the petition might be incarcerated during the commitment proceedings compels the conclusion that the legislature did not intend for commitment proceedings to stop because the person subject to the petition is returned to depart-

The use of polygraph tests as part of a sex offender treatment program does not vio-
time of a reexamination under this section, the court shall appoint an examiner as provided under s. 980.031 (3) upon request of the committed person or the person may retain an examiner. The county shall pay the costs of an examiner appointed by the court as provided under s. 51.20 (18) (a).

(2) Any examiner conducting a reexamination under sub. (1) shall prepare a written report of the reexamination no later than 30 days after the date of the reexamination. The examiner shall provide a copy of the report to the department.

(3) Notwithstanding sub. (1), the court that committed a person under s. 980.06 may order a reexamination of the person at any time during the period in which the person is subject to the commitment order. Any reexamination ordered under this subsection shall report to sub. (1).

(4) At any reexamination under sub. (1), the treating professional shall prepare a treatment progress report. The treating professional shall provide a copy of the treatment progress report to the department. The treatment progress report shall consider all of the following:

(a) The specific factors associated with the person's risk for committing another sexually violent offense.
(b) Whether the person is making significant progress in treatment or has refused treatment.
(c) The ongoing treatment needs of the person.
(d) Any specialized needs or conditions associated with the person that must be considered in future treatment planning.

(5) Any examiners under sub. (1) and treating professionals under sub. (4) shall have reasonable access to the person for purposes of reexamination, to the person's past and present treatment records, as defined in s. 51.30 (1) (b), and to the person's patient health care records, as provided under s. 146.82 (2) (c).

(6) (a) The department shall submit an annual report comprised of the reexamination report under sub. (1) and the treatment progress report under sub. (4) to the court that committed the person under s. 980.06. A copy of the annual report shall be placed in the person's treatment records. The department shall provide a copy of the annual report to the person committed under s. 980.06, the department of justice, and the district attorney, if applicable. The court shall provide a copy of the annual report to the person's attorney as soon as he or she is retained or appointed.

(b) If the department provides a copy of the report under par. (a) to the person who has been committed under s. 980.06, the department shall provide to the person a standardized petition form for supervised release under s. 980.08 and a standardized petition form for discharge under s. 980.09.

(6m) If a person committed under s. 980.06 is incarcerated at a county jail, state correctional institution, or federal correction institution for a new criminal charge or conviction or because his or her parole was revoked, any reporting requirement under sub. (1), (4), or (6) (a) does not apply during the incarceration period. A court may order a reexamination of the person under sub. (3) if the courts finds reexamination to be necessary. The schedule for reporting established under sub. (1) shall resume upon the release of the person.

(7) At any time before a hearing under s. 980.08 or 980.09, the department may file a supplemental report if the department determines that court should have additional information. The court shall accept the supplemental report and permit testimony from the department regarding the report or any relevant portion of the report.

History: 1993 a. 479; 1999 a. 9; 2005 a. 434; 2009 a. 248; 2013 a. 84 ss. 4 to 7, 9; 2017 a. 50 ss. 244e, 244f.

As part of an annual review, an involuntary medication order must be followed by the same procedure used to obtain the initial order. State v. Anthony D.B., 132 Wis. 2d 457, 397 N.W.2d 579 (1986).

980.08 Supervised release; procedures, implementation, revocation. (1) Any person who is committed under s. 980.06 may petition the committing court to modify its order by authorizing supervised release if at least 12 months have elapsed since the initial commitment order was entered or at least 12 months have elapsed since the most recent release petition was denied, since supervised release was denied under s. 980.09 (4), or since the most recent order for supervised release was revoked. The director of the facility at which the person is placed may file a petition under this subsection on the person’s behalf at any time.

(2) If the person files a timely petition without counsel, the court shall serve a copy of the petition on the district attorney or on the person’s attorney or the department of justice may use experts or professional persons to support or oppose any petition. The person submitting the petition may use experts or professional persons to support his or her petition. The district attorney or the department of justice may use experts or professional persons to support or oppose any petition.

(3) (a) Within 20 days after receipt of the petition, the court shall appoint one or more examiners for the court who have the specialized knowledge determined by the court to be appropriate, who shall examine the person and furnish a written report of the examination to the court within 60 days after appointment, unless the court for good cause extends this time limit. If the person requests appointment of an examiner within 20 days after the filing of the petition, the court shall appoint an examiner for the person, unless the court appointed an examiner under s. 980.031 (3) or 980.07 (1) for the current reexamination period. If a report filed by an examiner appointed under s. 980.07 (1) to conduct a reexamination of the person’s mental condition within the previous 12 months is available, the court may appoint that examiner as the examiner for the person under this subsection.

(b) The examiners appointed under par. (a) shall have reasonable access to the person for purposes of examination and to the person’s past and present treatment records, as defined in s. 51.30 (1) (b), and patient health care records, as provided under s. 146.82 (2) (c). Any such examiner believes that the person is appropriate for supervised release under the criteria specified in sub. (4) (cg), the examiner shall report on the type of treatment and services that the person may need while in the community on

The Supreme Court’s decision to uphold the commitment in Laxton in light of the jury instructions in the case was not diametrically different or oppositely in character or nature from any clearly established federal law. Laxton v. Bartow, 421 F.3d 565 (11th Cir. 2005).

The 14th amendment due process guarantee was violated by a delay of over 22 months between the first annual periodic examination report was provided to the circuit court under s. 980.07 and the circuit court’s probable cause hearing under former s. 980.09 (2) (a) to determine if facts warranted a hearing on whether the committee was still a sexually violent person. Discharge is not an appropriate remedy for a sexually violent person who is dangerous because he or she suffers from a mental disorder that makes it likely that he or she will engage in acts of sexual violence. Appropriate remedies are motions for mandamus or equitable relief, but because a 980 committee may encounter considerable obstacles to pursuing these remedies, DHFS, the Department of Justice, the bar, and the circuit courts must bear substantial responsibility for ensuring prompt judicial review of annual periodic examination reports. State v. Beyor, 2006 WI 177, 278 Wis. 2d 111, 696 N.W.2d 409, 04−1320.

A rule in a supervised release plan requiring the petitioner to “abide by all rules of any detention, treatment or correctional facility in which [the petitioner] may be confined” does not give DHS the power to require a petitioner in prison solely for a rules violation, it did require him to abide by all rules of the prison should he find himself in any other facility for other reasons. State v. Thiel, 2012 WI App 38, 340 Wis. 2d 1154, 813 N.W.2d 709 (2014).

Sub. (1) (2011 stats.) states that the committed person may retain or have the court appoint an independent examiner “at the time of a reexamination,” and s. 980.031 (3) requires the circuit court to appoint, upon request, an independent examiner to perform an examination of the individual’s mental condition. That the independent examiner is also to participate at trial or a hearing involving testimony does not limit his or her initial role in examining the committed person “at the time of a reexamination.” The committed person does not have to wait until his or her petition has passed the circuit court review; indeed, the independent examiner is meant to help establish the petitioner’s readiness for discharge and gather facts to support the petition, if appropriate. State v. Jones, 2013 WI App 151, 352 Wis. 2d 87, 841 N.W.2d 306, 13−0321.
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supervised release. The county shall pay the costs of an examiner appointed under par. (a) as provided under s. 51.20 (18) (a).

4. The county shall order the county of the person's residence, as determined by the department of health services under s. 51.61, and the county coordinator of victims and witnesses services in the county of intended placement, the county where the person was convicted, and the county of commitment. The county may consult with the department of health services on other matters while preparing the report and the department of health services shall respond within 10 days.

5. The county shall submit its report to the department of health services within 120 days following the court order. A county that does not submit its report within 120 days violates the person's rights under s. 51.61, and each day that the county does not submit the report after the 120 days have expired constitutes a separate violation under s. 51.61. Notwithstanding s. 51.61 (7), any damages beyond costs and reasonable actual attorney fees recovered by the person for a violation shall be deposited into the appropriation account under s. 20.435 (2) (g).

(f) The court shall direct the department to use the report submitted under par. (d) to prepare a supervised release plan for the person that identifies the residential option the county identified in its report. The plan shall also address the person's need, if any, for supervision, counseling, medication, community support services, residential services, vocational services, and alcohol or other drug abuse treatment. The supervised release plan shall be submitted to the court within 30 days after the county submitted its report under par. (d). The court may grant one extension of up to 30 days of this time period for good cause.

(g) The court shall review the plan submitted by the department under par. (f). If the details of the plan adequately meet the treatment needs of the individual and the safety needs of the community, then the court shall approve the plan and determine that supervised release is appropriate. If the details of the plan do not adequately meet the treatment needs of the individual or the safety needs of the community, then the court shall determine that supervised release is not appropriate or direct the preparation of another supervised release plan to be considered by the court under this paragraph. If the plan is inadequate under this paragraph due to
the residential option, the court shall order the county to identify and arrange to lease another residential option and to prepare a new report under par. (dm). If the plan is inadequate under this paragraph due to the treatment options, the court shall order the department to prepare another plan under par. (f).

(6m) An order for supervised release places the person in the custody and control of the department. The department shall arrange for control, care and treatment of the person in the least restrictive manner consistent with the requirements of the person and in accordance with the plan for supervised release approved by the court under sub. (4) (g). A person on supervised release is subject to the conditions set by the court and to the rules of the department. Within 10 days of imposing a rule, the department shall file with the court any additional rule of supervision not inconsistent with the rules or conditions imposed by the court. If the department wants to change a rule or condition of supervision imposed by the court, the department must obtain the court’s approval. Before a person is placed on supervised release by the court under this section, the court shall so notify the municipal police department or county sheriff submits to the court a written statement waiving the right to be notified. (7) (a) If the department believes that a person on supervised release, or awaiting placement on supervised release, has violated, or threatened to violate, any condition or rule of supervised release, the department may petition for revocation of the order granting supervised release as described in par. (c) or may detain the person.

(b) If the department believes that a person on supervised release, or awaiting placement on supervised release, is a threat to the safety of others, the department shall detain the person and petition for revocation of the order granting supervised release as described in par. (c).

(c) If the department concludes that the order granting supervised release should be revoked, it shall file with the committee court a statement alleging the violation and or threat of a violation and a petition to revoke the order for supervised release and provide a copy of each to the regional office of the state public defender department for handling cases in the county where the committing court is located. If the department has detained the person under par. (a) or (b), the department shall file the statement and the petition and provide them to the regional office of the state public defender within 72 hours after the detention, excluding Saturdays, Sundays and legal holidays. Pending the revocation hearing, the department may detain the person in a jail or a facility described under s. 980.065. The court shall refer the matter to the authority for indigency determinations under s. 977.05 (1) (a) and appointment of counsel under s. 977.05 (4) (j). The determination of indigency and the appointment of counsel shall be done as soon as circumstances permit.

(d) The court shall hear the petition within 30 days, unless the hearing or time deadline is waived by the detained person. A final decision on the petition to revoke the order for supervised release shall be made within 90 days of the filing. Pending the revocation hearing, the department may detain the person in the county jail or return him or her to institutional care.

(e) If the court finds after a hearing, by clear and convincing evidence, that any rule or condition of release has been violated and the court finds that the violation of the rule or condition merits the revocation of the order granting supervised release, the court may revoke the order for supervised release and order that the person be placed in institutional care. The court may consider alternatives to revocation. The person shall remain in institutional care until the person is discharged from the commitment under s. 980.09 or is placed again on supervised release under sub. (4) (g).

(f) If the court finds after a hearing, by clear and convincing evidence, that the safety of others requires that supervised release be revoked the court shall revoke the order for supervised release and order that the person be placed in institutional care. The person shall remain in institutional care until the person is discharged from the commitment under s. 980.09 or is placed on supervised release under sub. (4) (g).

980.09 Petition for discharge. (1) A committed person may petition the committing court for discharge at any time. The court shall deny the petition under this section without a hearing.
unless the petition alleges facts from which the court or jury would likely conclude the person’s condition has changed since the most recent order denying a petition for discharge after a hearing on the merits, or since the date of his or her initial commitment order if the person has never received a hearing on the merits of a discharge petition, so that the person no longer meets the criteria for commitment as a sexually violent person.

(1m) (a) If the person files a petition for discharge under sub. (1) without counsel, the court shall serve a copy of the petition and any supporting documents on the district attorney or department of justice, whichever is applicable. If the person petitions for discharge under sub. (1) through counsel, his or her attorney shall serve the district attorney or department of justice, whichever is applicable.

(b) If the person files a petition for a discharge under sub. (1) without counsel, as soon as circumstances permit, the court shall refer the matter to the authority for indigency determinations of counsel under s. 977.05 (4) (j).

(c) If a person files a petition for discharge under sub. (1) without counsel, the person may use experts or professional persons to support his or her petition. The district attorney or the department of justice may use experts or professional persons to support or oppose any petition filed under sub. (1).

(d) After receiving a petition for discharge under sub. (1) and upon the request of the person filing the petition, unless the court prevails in an examination under s. 980.031 (3) or 980.07 (1) for the current reexamination period, the court shall appoint for the person an examiner having the specialized knowledge determined by the court to be appropriate. If an examination conducted under s. 980.07 (1) within the 6 months preceding the filing of the petition supports discharge, the court may appoint the examiner who conducted that examination as the examiner for the person. The examiner shall have reasonable access to the person for purposes of examination and to the person’s past and present treatment, as defined in s. 51.30 (1) (b), and patient health care records, as provided in s. 146.82 (2) (c). The county shall pay the costs of an examiner appointed under this paragraph as provided under s. 51.20 (18) (a).

(2) In reviewing the petition, the court may hold a hearing to determine if the person’s condition has sufficiently changed such that a court or jury would likely conclude the person no longer meets the criteria for commitment as a sexually violent person. In determining under this subsection whether the person’s condition has sufficiently changed such that a court or jury would likely conclude that the person no longer meets the criteria for commitment, the court may consider the record, including new evidence. If the person was appointed an examiner under s. 980.031 (3) or 980.07 (1) at the initial commitment trial or the most recent trial on a petition for discharge, any current or past reports filed under s. 980.07, relevant facts in the petition and in the state’s written response, arguments of counsel, and any supporting documentation provided by the person or the state. If the court determines that the record does not contain facts from which a court or jury would likely conclude that the person no longer meets the criteria for commitment, the court shall deny the petition. If the court determines that the record contains facts from which a court or jury would likely conclude that the person no longer meets the criteria for commitment, the court shall set the matter for trial.

(3) The court shall hold a trial within 90 days of the determination that the person’s condition has sufficiently changed such that a court or jury would likely conclude that the person no longer meets the criteria for commitment as a sexually violent person. At trial, the state has the burden of proving by clear and convincing evidence that the person meets the criteria for commitment as a sexually violent person.

(4) If the court or jury is satisfied that the state has not met its burden of proof, the court shall set the matter for trial on a petition for discharge under sub. (3). If the court or jury is satisfied that the state has met its burden of proof under sub. (3), the court shall proceed under s. 980.08 (4) to determine whether to modify the person’s existing commitment order by authorizing supervised release, unless the person waives consideration of the criteria in s. 980.08 (4) (cg). If the person waives consideration of these criteria, the waiver is a denial of supervised release for purposes of s. 980.08 (1).

(5) If a court orders discharge of a committed person under this section, the court shall stay the execution of the order so that the department may comply with its statutory duties under s. 980.11 (2) and (3). The stay of execution may not exceed 10 working days and shall be for as short a period as necessary to permit the department to comply with s. 980.11 (2) and (3).

History: 1993 a. 479; 1999 a. 9; 2003 a. 187; 2003 a. 434; 2013 a. ss. 10, 12, 21 to 25; 2013 a. 168 s. 20;

Persons committed under ch. 980 must be afforded the right to request a jury for discharge hearings under this section. State v. Post, 197 Wis. 2d 279, 541 N.W.2d 115 (1995), 94–2588.

Progress in treatment is one way of showing that a person is not still a sexually violent person under [former] sub. (2) (a). A new diagnosis is another. A new diagnosis need not attack the original finding that an individual was sexually violent, but focuses on the present and is evidence of whether an individual is still a sexually violent person. State v. Pocan, 2003 WI App 233, 267 Wis. 2d 953, 671 N.W.2d 680, 02–2542.

Under sub. (1), the circuit court engages in a paper review of the petition only, including its attachments, to determine whether it alleges facts from which a reason for discharge could be found. If the petitioner does not make a showing that the person no longer meets the criteria for commitment as a sexually violent person, the circuit court need not seek out items not already within the record. Nevertheless, it may request additional enumerated items not previously submitted, and also has the discretion to conduct a hearing to aid in its determination. The court’s task is to determine whether the petition and the additional supporting materials before it contain facts from which a reasonable trier of fact could conclude that the petitioner does not meet the criteria for commitment as a sexually violent person. State v. Arends, 2010 WI 46, 325 Wis. 2d 1, 784 N.W.2d 513, 08–0052.

Sub. (2) requires the court to review specific items enumerated in that subsection. The court need not seek out items not already within the record. Nevertheless, it may request additional enumerated items not previously submitted, and also has the discretion to conduct a hearing to aid in its determination. The court’s task is to determine whether the petition and the additional supporting materials before it contain facts from which a reasonable trier of fact could conclude that the petitioner does not meet the criteria for commitment as a sexually violent person. State v. Arends, 2010 WI 46, 325 Wis. 2d 1, 784 N.W.2d 513, 08–0052.

Sub. (2) explicitly prescribes a different procedure than that for summary judgment set forth in s. 802.08. As such, summary judgment is not available in discharge proceedings under this section. The court may conduct a hearing without a jury if the petition alleges facts from which a fact finder could determine that, as a result of any one of those changes, the person does not meet the criteria for commitment as a sexually violent person. State v. Emers, 2011 WI App 113, 336 Wis. 2d 451, 802 N.W.2d 540, 10–2634.

When determining whether to hold a hearing on a petition for discharge, the circuit court must determine whether the petitioner has set forth new evidence, not considered by a prior trier of fact, from which a reasonable trier of fact could conclude that the petitioner does not meet the criteria for commitment as a sexually violent person. An expert’s opinion that is not based on some new fact, new professional knowledge, or new research is not sufficient for a new discharge hearing under sub. (2). A doctor’s further reflection on past scoring of a test is not sufficient for a new discharge hearing because it is not new professional knowledge or research about how to predict dangerousness. State v. Schulpinius, 2012 WI App 134, 345 Wis. 2d 351, 825 N.W.2d 311, 11–2656.

The petitioner alleging a change in a sexually violent person’s status based upon a change in the research or writings on how professionals are to interpret and score actuarial instruments is sufficient for a petitioner to receive a discharge hearing, if it is supported by a psychological evaluation applying new research. State v. Richard, 2014 WI App 28, 353 Wis. 2d 219, 844 N.W.2d 370, 12–2748.

The clear and convincing evidence standard under sub. (3) satisfies due process at clear and convincing evidence standard under sub. (3) satisfies due process at
in order to draft the supervised release plan. State v. McGee, 2017 WI App 39, 376 Wis. 2d 413, 899 N.W.2d 396, 16–1082.

This section vests in the county of intended placement an interest in supervised release proceedings as a matter of right, the county has the absolute right to be a party to the action. The county also has a substantial interest in the well-being of the residents and property located within its boundaries. Those interests would be impaired if a court were to determine that the defendant is not sexually violent. State v. McGee, 2017 WI App 39, 376 Wis. 2d 413, 899 N.W.2d 396, 16–1082.

Sub. (2) allows a circuit court to consider the entire record — not just the facts favorable to the defendant — when determining whether the statutory criteria for a discharge trial have been met. A circuit court may carefully examine those portions of the record the court considers helpful to its consideration of the petition, which may include facts both favorable and unfavorable to the petitioner. State v. Hager, 2018 WI 40, 381 Wis. 2d 74, 911 N.W.2d 17, 15–0330.

2018 Wis. Act 84 increased the burden of production under sub. (2) necessary for a committed individual to receive a discharge trial. The burden of production is a procedural matter that does not implicate a committed person’s fundamental right to freedom from bodily restraint and does not violate the right to the process. State v. Hager, 2018 WI 40, 381 Wis. 2d 74, 911 N.W.2d 17, 15–0330.

980.095 Procedures for discharge hearings. (1) USE OF JURIES. (a) The district attorney or the department of justice, whichever filed the original petition, or the person who filed the petition for discharge or his or her attorney may request that a trial under s. 980.09 (3) be to a jury of 6. A jury trial is deemed waived unless it is demanded within 10 days of the determination by the court that a court or jury would likely conclude under s. 980.09 (1) that the person’s condition has sufficiently changed.

(b) Juries shall be selected and treated in the same manner as they are selected and treated in civil actions in circuit court. The number of jurors prescribed in par. (a), plus the number of peremptory challenges available to all of the parties, shall be called initially and maintained in the jury box by calling others to replace jurors excused for cause until all jurors have been examined. The parties shall exercise in their order, the state beginning, the peremptory challenges available to them, and if any party declines to challenge, the challenge shall be made by the clerk by lot.

(c) No verdict shall be valid or received unless at least 5 of the jurors agree to it.

(2) POST VERDICT MOTIONS. Motions after verdict may be made without further notice upon receipt of the verdict.

(3) APPEALS. Any party may appeal an order under this subsection as a final order under chs. 808 and 809.

History: 2005 a. 434; 2013 a. 84.

980.101 Reversal, vacation or setting aside of judgment relating to a sexually violent offense; effect. (1) In this section, “judgment relating to a sexually violent offense” means a judgment of conviction for a sexually violent offense, an adjudication of delinquency on the basis of a sexually violent offense, or a judgment of not guilty of a sexually violent offense by reason of mental disease or defect.

(2) If, at any time after a person is committed under s. 980.06, a judgment relating to a sexually violent offense committed by the person is reversed, set aside, or vacated and that sexually violent offense was a basis for the allegation made in the petition under s. 980.02 (2) (a), the person may bring a motion for postcommitment relief in the court that committed the person. The court shall proceed as follows on the motion for postcommitment relief:

(a) If the sexually violent offense was the sole offense for the allegation under s. 980.02 (2) (a) and there are no other judgments relating to a sexually violent offense committed by the person, the court shall reverse, set aside, or vacate the judgment under s. 980.05 (5) that the person is a sexually violent person, vacate the commitment order, and discharge the person from the custody of the department.

(b) If the sexually violent offense was the sole basis for the allegation under s. 980.02 (2) (a) but there are other judgments relating to a sexually violent offense committed by the person that have not been reversed, set aside, or vacated, or if the sexually violent offense was not the sole basis for the allegation under s. 980.02 (2) (a), the court shall determine whether to grant the person a new trial under s. 980.05 because the reversal, setting aside, or vacating of the judgment for the sexually violent offense would probably change the result of the trial.

(3) An appeal may be taken from an order entered under sub. (2) as from a final judgment.


980.105 Determination of county and city, village, or town of residence. (1m) The department shall determine a person’s county of residence for the purposes of this chapter by doing all of the following:

(a) The department shall consider residence as the voluntary concurrence of physical presence with intent to remain in a place of fixed habitation and shall consider physical presence as prima facie evidence of intent to remain.

(b) The department shall apply the criteria for consideration of residence and physical presence under par. (a) to the facts that existed on the date that the person committed the sexually violent offense that resulted in the sentence, placement, or commitment that was in effect when the petition was filed under s. 980.02.

(2) If sub. (1m) is insufficient to determine the county of residence, the department shall find that the county of residence is the county in which, on the date that the person committed the sexually violent offense that resulted in the sentence, placement, or commitment that was in effect when the petition was filed under s. 980.02, the person would have been a resident for the purposes of social security disability insurance eligibility.

(2m) The department shall determine a person’s county of residence on an Indian reservation.

980.11 Notice concerning supervised release or discharge. (1) In this section:

(a) “Act of sexual violence” means an act or attempted act that is a basis for an allegation made in a petition under s. 980.02 (2) (a).

(b) “Member of the family” means spouse, domestic partner under ch. 770, child, sibling, parent or legal guardian.

(c) “Victim” means a person against whom an act of sexual violence has been committed.

(2) If the court places a person on supervised release under s. 980.08 (4) or discharges a person under s. 980.09 (4), the department shall do all of the following:

(am) Make a reasonable attempt to notify whichever of the following persons is appropriate, if he or she can be found, in accordance with sub. (3):

1. The victim of the act of sexual violence.

2. An adult member of the victim’s family, if the victim died as a result of the act of sexual violence.

3. The victim’s parent or legal guardian, if the victim is younger than 18 years old.

(bm) Notify the department of corrections.

(3) The notice under sub. (2) shall inform the department of corrections and the person under sub. (2) (am) of the name of the person committed under this chapter and the date the person is placed on supervised release or discharged. The department shall
send the notice, postmarked at least 7 days before the date the person committed under this chapter is placed on supervised release or discharged, to the department of corrections and to the last-known address of the person under sub. (2) (am).

(4) The department shall design and prepare cards for persons specified in sub. (2) (am) to send to the department. The cards shall have space for these persons to provide their names and addresses, the name of the person committed under this chapter and any other information the department determines is necessary. The department shall provide the cards, without charge, to the department of justice and district attorneys. The department of health services that relate to mailing addresses of these persons are not subject to inspection or copying under s. 19.35 (1), except as needed to comply with a request by the department of corrections under s. 301.46 (3) (d).


980.12 Department duties; costs. (1) Except as provided in ss. 980.031 (3) and 980.07 (1), the department shall pay from the appropriations under s. 20.435 (2) (a) and (bm) for all costs relating to the evaluation, treatment, and care of persons evaluated or committed under this chapter.

(2) By February 1, 2002, the department shall submit a report to the legislature under s. 13.172 (2) concerning the extent to which pharmacological treatment using an antiandrogen or the chemical equivalent of an antiandrogen has been required as a condition of supervised release under s. 980.06, 1997 stats., or s. 980.08 and the effectiveness of the treatment in the cases in which its use has been required.


980.13 Applicability. This chapter applies to a sexually violent person regardless of whether the person engaged in acts of sexual violence before, on or after June 2, 1994.

History: 1993 a. 479.

980.135 Local restrictions; limited exemption. No county, city, town, or village may enforce an ordinance or resolution that restricts or prohibits a sex offender from residing at a certain location or that restricts or prohibits a person from providing housing to a sex offender against an individual who is released under s. 980.08 or against a person who provides housing to the individual so long as the individual is subject to supervised release under this chapter, the individual is residing where he or she is ordered to reside under s. 980.08, and the individual is in compliance with all court orders issued under this chapter.

History: 2015 a. 156.

980.14 Immunity. (1) In this section, “agency” means the department of corrections, the department of health services, the department of justice, or a district attorney.

(2) Any agency or officer, employee, or agent of an agency is immune from criminal or civil liability for any acts or omissions as the result of a good faith effort to comply with any provision of this chapter.